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         Date: 15 Aug 2018 Version 01 

 

Invent EMR – System Release log 

1. Upcoming features and Products in 2018/early 2019 

Seq.# Product/Feature  Scenario Description 
01 Invent EMR Mobile 

Application 

Can I instantly 

access my 

medical firm 

data anytime 

anywhere? 

This is an exciting product we are excited to release 

after a year of extensive hard work! 

 

A mobile application will keep all doctors connected 

all the time to their medical firm data. Features 

include but not limited to: 

 View each doctor’s appointment calendar in 

real-time 

 View dashboard and analytical graphs: how 

many appointments this year Vs. last year? 

Top paying patients? Top performing 

procedures …etc. 

 Create online appointment requests back to 

medical firm 

 Search for patients 

 Run critical reports 

 More! 

02 Built-in Bulk SMS Tool How can I send 

bulk SMS to all 

patients? 

This utility will allow you reach all your patients in a 

click!  

 Filter bulk SMS by patient gender 

 Send to specific procedure patients 

 Send to specific doctor patients 

 More  
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03 Waiting Area 

Application 

How can I 

control traffic of 

patients to/from 

reception desk ? 

 This application will help you install a 

waiting area monitor/TV with medical 

waiting area system so patients will see 

when/who to see without referring to 

reception desk frequently 

 Patient confidentiality measures is taken into 

consideration   

 The application will also run videos or 

promotional offers on the side! 

04 New Ticketing System 

for support 

How can I keep 

track of my 

technical support 

cases with 

Invent? 

This is a new helpdesk tracking system that will help 

medical clients easily post and keep track of technical 

support cases via mobile. 

2. Major System Core Changes 
Seq.# Product/Feature  Scenario Description 
01 Security & audit trail 

enhancements  

How can I track 

who deleted 

payments? 

The audit trail functioning is improved to have a 

better look/picture of what actions are handled in 

the background by users. 

When deleting payments, the user is forced to 

enter notes + select a reason for deletion. Such 

actions are all logged in the built-in audit trail  

02 How can I track 

who modified 

payments 

When a payment date or amount is changed, the 

audit trail will track before/after entries and 

reflect them in audit trail logs for future 

referencing 

03 Mandatory procedure 

sheets 

How can I 

remind users to 

fill out a specific 

sheet before 

completing a 

procedure? or 

even a certain 

consent form 

sign off? 

Mandatory (Prerequisites) medical sheet can be 

linked to procedures. For example, if we perform 

procedure X we must fill out the “vital signs 

medical sheet” or procedure Y cannot be 

completed unless the user confirms completing 

sheet-X or consent form Y for that specific 

procedure.   

04 Double booking for same 

doctor at the same time.  

How to 

completely 

prevent double-

booking for 

patients under 

one specific 

doctor on the 

same time? 

A prompt is added/thrown to users if patients are 

added under the same provider (doctor or assistant) at 

the same time in different operatory/room. This 

feature has to be enabled from security to take effect. 
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3. Misc. Other changes 

Seq.# Description 
01 Daily emails enactments  

02 Medical Sheets validation: validating input numbers and adding range for certain fields  

03 Inventory module updates including adding two fields for each inventory item (Cost “Double”, Supplier “Pick 

List”).  

04 New security permission for payment deletion log is added. 

05 Multi-Clinic filtering fixes. This applies to: 
1. Rx 
2. Lab Cases 
3. Sheets 
4. Communication Logs 

06 Insurance Receipt printout PDF save fix “View In-person Statement”. 

 

07 Procedure Category clinic filtering fix. 

 
08 Sheets Static Text marriage position added. 

 
09  Right-click option with quick notes in sheets. 

 Color drawing in sheets. 

 
10 Technical fixes 

 Lab cases error on Appointment module fix. 

 Patient naming on screen changes. 

 Rx prompt printout fix. 

 Rx display fields interface issue. 

 Rx Designer & Printout enhancements. 

11 Technical improvements 
 Sheets PDF creation multi-page fix. 

 Filing system enhancement 

 Checkbox draw tick instead of X 

 When searching for patients for example patient number the system will show the relative exact 
result instead of listing all similar entries 

12 Insurance module upgrades/fixes  

13 Regular monthly custom reports  

14 Improvement on monthly automated backup and monthly checks emails 

15 Major improvements on QuickBooks accounting system integration 

16 Improvement on multi-clinic synch services & cloud backup 

For any inquiry on features/changes above, do not hesitate to contact us. 
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